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What are ANS 
navigators?
Navigators are engagements that provide you with the resources 
and information to be able to realise your long-term strategic vision 
and steer your digital transformation journey.



What is the Sentinel 
Check Navigator?
Our Sentinel Check Navigator will ensure your security operations 
tooling is optimised, configured to best practice and above all, 
is providing the support you need to detect and combat the 
increasingly sophisticated threat landscape.

We will provide an assessment to understand how your Microsoft 
Sentinel platform has been deployed, configured, optimised and 
is used with your security operations processes and teams. Once 
this assessment has been completed you’ll be in a position to drive 
innovation, increase risk management and reduce the threat 
landscape through the adoption of modern techniques and services 
from within the Microsoft Sentinel platform.



Who is this
suitable for?
This Navigator has been designed for organisations that have 
already deployed Microsoft Sentinel. If you’d like to ensure your 
Sentinel environment is configured to best practice, is costing what it 
should and is optimised, this Navigator is ideal. You may have limited 
resources to manage and maintain your Sentinel platform or you 
might not be getting the benefits you expected, either way, you’ve 
come to the right place!



Optimise security operations

We look at where security operations can be improved and 
optimised.

Reduce costs

We will provide an analysis of where costs can be reduced through 
platform efficiencies.

Improve use case management

Understand how effective your use cases are and whether to retire, 
update or introduce new ones.

What outcomes
can I expect?
Once the Sentinel Check Navigator is complete, you’ll get a set 
of recommendations and guidance to further enhance, optimise 
and drive modernisation, through automation, orchestration and 
operational tooling from within the platform, thus driving the 
efficiency of the security operations team. You’ll also have a clear 
understanding of where the environment can be monitored and 
managed more effectively through driving relevancy and also drive 
costs down from the Microsoft Sentinel platform.

Understand feature options

Understand what features existing and new could be 
adopted to improve the security operations function.

Map against MITRE ATT&CK

We will observe how effective the detection rules and 
playbooks are against the MITRE ATT&CK framework and 
see what is required to strengthen your ability to identify 
attacks.

Understand Relevancy 

Understand through use case management and feature 
adoption how more relevant the platform can be tuned to 
drive efficiencies, effectiveness and cost.



What are the 
benefits of using 
an ANS Navigator?
Rapid time to value

It typically takes 4-6 weeks to complete this Navigator, and 
usually doesn’t require more than 10 hours of your time spread 
over those weeks.

Board ready outputs

We will provide you with board ready outputs, a strategy 
document, business base and presentation.

Unlock Microsoft funding

If you undertake this journey with ANS, you are more likely to 
be able to unlock funding from Microsoft to help deliver on your 
modern security platform.
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